
ABSTRACT 
 

LEPPARD, NATALIE RAE. �The joy of meaning and design wrenched out of chaos�: 
The Modernismpostmodernism Continuum of James Joyce�s Ulysses and Don DeLillo�s 
The Names. (Under the direction of Dr. Nicholas Halpern) 
 

A modern author allows language to approach the play of postmodernism. A 

postmodern author allows language to return to a modern sense of innocence. James 

Joyce and Don DeLillo, the authors in question, have both allowed language to develop a 

continuum of sorts between modernist and postmodernist language: giving language the 

freedom of postmodernism and the authorial presence of modernism.  

Joyce, with Molly�s chapter, moves toward a postmodern use of language. The 

final chapter of Ulysses, employs the conventions of dream-visions and, precisely 

because the chapter may be termed a �dream,� Molly�s soliloquy becomes the reality of 

the novel which leaves the preceding male chapters to be interpreted as a perception of 

reality. Molly�s chapter foresees the coming of postmodernism (namely in Finnegan�s 

Wake) by abruptly changing narrative voice from the orderly thought process of males 

navigating a city to the stream-of-consciousness dream-vision of a female stationed in 

bed. The chapter prophesies the transition from modernism to postmodernism and the 

transition of importance from the author to the language. 

 DeLillo, within the text of The Names, has demonstrated his refusal to allow 

language sole power over the text by inserting his voice into the text in order to carry a 

conversation with the reader concerning authorship, reading, critics, and language. With 

this demand that his voice be found within the text, DeLillo returns to a sort of modernist 

ideal of the author as god of the text. However, just as Joyce does not fully give over the 

text to language, DeLillo does not take complete control of his text from language. With 



Tap�s chapter, DeLillo returns to a modern use of the innocence of language. The reader 

experiences an abrupt change of narrative voice from that of the male narrator/author to 

that of a child, a boy, Tap. Here we do not have a soliloquy but a short story that Tap has 

written. DeLillo, by including the child�s voice, the child�s writing, and by situating it in 

a place of importance as the final chapter, moves toward modernist thinking in that 

language needs to return to innocence. 
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DEDICATION 
 

 

�The simplest word has enormous power.� 2 
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The modernismpostmodernism Continuum 
 

In the first chapter of The Sound and the Fury, William Faulkner uses the child-

like voice of Benjy to illustrate the need of a return to innocence for language among, of 

course, other motives. Throughout that novel, Faulkner plays with language and 

alternates narrative voices to emphasize his desire for the play and innocence of language 

as well as a certain �truth� that is inherent in modern writing and language. The modern 

author tends to believe that a truth or message lies within the novel; of course, this 

message of truth may be different for each reader, but the novel contains some sort of 

truth. This is merely an example of how the modern author, emphasizing a truth and an 

innocence, may use a child-like voice to make associations with and in the language to 

arrive at an individual truth (here I am thinking not only of Faulkner�s Benjy but of 

Salinger�s brood of precocious children). The postmodern author, alternately, fragments 

language to arrive a truth but, more importantly, to play with truth, to conceal truth, to 

fragment truth itself because there can be no overarching truth to the world or the text. 

The staple of postmodern texts is the jaded character, underwhelmed with commercialism 

and mass-hysteria, who contorts language in order to arrive at truths but who is more 

interested in the play of the language. 
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Postmodernism 

James Joyce    dream visions    Molly Bloom 

Don DeLillo   the resurrection of the dead author   Tap 

 

Most likely these are not common combinations of words for MLA article or 

library catalogue searches. However, each combination of concepts works within itself to 

form a cohesive argument and, amazingly because they were not intended as a pair, the 

two combinations complement each other to form an argument about the evolution of 

postmodern language. James Joyce, with the final �Molly Bloom� chapter of his epic 

Ulysses, establishes a premonition of postmodern thought with a movement toward 

fragmented language and the departure of the author from the forefront of the text. Don 

DeLillo, with the entire text of The Names and, especially, with the final �Tap� chapter, 

establishes a return to the ideal of innocence of modernism and the return of the 

vanquished author to his text. 

This project began as two disparate projects: one a final paper in a Twentieth 

Century American Prose course, the other a culminating paper for an independent study 

in dream narratives. However, each addresses a similar theme: the venturing of the author 

into a different movement of literature. A modern author ventures into postmodernism; a 

postmodern author ventures into modernism. What is interesting, when the two papers 

were combined, is that Joyce and DeLillo seem to be moving toward the same goal from 

different poles. Both seem to want to combine author and language as sovereigns of the 

novel, or at least allow both an equal authority within the text. The modern author and the 

postmodern author, conceivably at war over which deity to worship (author or language), 
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seem to have come to a consensus in Joyce�s Ulysses and DeLillo�s The Names. Each text 

creates a hybrid of the movements.  

Joyce, with Molly�s chapter, moves toward a postmodern use of language. The 

final chapter of Ulysses, employs the conventions of dream-visions and, precisely 

because the chapter may be termed a �dream,� Molly�s soliloquy becomes the reality of 

the novel which leaves the preceding male chapters to be interpreted as a perception of 

reality. Molly�s chapter foresees the coming of postmodernism (namely in Finnegan�s 

Wake) by abruptly changing narrative voice from the orderly thought process of males 

navigating a city to the stream-of-consciousness dream-vision of a female stationed in 

bed. The chapter prophesies the transition from modernism to postmodernism and the 

transition of importance from the author to the language. 

 DeLillo, within the text of The Names, has demonstrated his refusal to allow 

language sole power over the text by inserting his voice into the text in order to carry a 

conversation with the reader concerning authorship, reading, critics, and language. With 

this demand that his voice be found within the text, DeLillo returns to a sort of modernist 

ideal of the author as god of the text. However, just as Joyce does not fully give over the 

text to language, DeLillo does not take complete control of his text from language. With 

Tap�s chapter, DeLillo returns to a modern use of the innocence of language. The reader 

experiences an abrupt change of narrative voice from that of the male narrator/author to 

that of a child, a boy, Tap. Here we do not have a soliloquy but a short story that Tap has 

written. DeLillo, by including the child�s voice, the child�s writing, and by situating it in 

a place of importance as the final chapter, moves toward modernist thinking in that 

language needs to return to innocence. 
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 These texts stand out among the field of literature as unique for this project 

because they both make a unique use of the final chapter. Both Ulysses and The Names 

are male-driven texts; the narrator is male, most of the main characters are male, and, of 

course, the authors are male. However, in the final chapters of these predominantly male 

texts, the predominant character is not an adult male. In Ulysses, the reader is surprised to 

find Molly Bloom sprawled upon her bed soliloquizing about her life. In The Names, the 

reader is surprised to find a story written by a child albeit a male child but here the boy 

simply illustrates youth and innocence because the adult world has not yet corrupted him 

with gender stereotypes. Molly Bloom, a modern character in a modern novel, uses a 

postmodern sensibility to get at truth, to fragment truth; Tap, a postmodern character in a 

postmodern novel uses a modern sensibility to use other�s narratives in his own story to 

attain his own version of truth.  

The unusual dynamic of the final chapter within these two novels also creates a 

sort of direct literary heritage between Joyce and DeLillo. DeLillo, in being the 

postmodern ancestor of the modern Joyce, has the final chapter of the The Names 

function similarly to the final chapter of Ulysses. As we will see, both authors relinquish 

the novel to a character of minority status: a woman/mother and a child. The 

woman/mother abducts the language from the male narrative and gives the language the 

freedom needed to play. The child takes the language and runs with it freely, creating his 

own text complete with �spirited misspellings� (313). 

Even though used throughout this text, and many others, out of necessity, labels 

for literary movements such as �modernism� and �postmodernism� are problematic (as 

will be seen with the brief exploration of the definition of postmodernism in chapter one) 
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when used to define a text or an author. A large portion of this text is devoted to 

illustrating how a �modern� author ventures into the world of postmodernism and how a 

�postmodern� author explores modernism. While each author retains many of the traits 

characteristic of his own literary movement, both Joyce and DeLillo tend to operate 

within a continuum of sorts. I have termed this continuum the modernismpostmodernism 

continuum for the purposes of this particular project but it spans more than those two 

literary movements. Joyce, as will be seen, enters the continuum through medieval dream 

visions and exits in postmodernity while DeLillo enters through postmodernism and exits 

in modernity. This continuum functions for at least two purposes; the first being a sort of 

literary bravado on the part of the author (a mastery of not only the current literary 

movement but of the past and, potentially, future movements); and the second being a 

method for the author to escape certain restraints of a movement, play with language and 

the text, and comment of the ideal of the current and explored movements. Both Joyce 

and DeLillo are literary show-offs to a certain extent but both use the conventions of the 

various literary movements to make valid points about language, writing, and reading.  

 

A Note on James Joyce and Molly Bloom 

To also briefly introduce the chapter on Joyce with an explanatory comment, I 

would like to add a note here about the use of medieval dream visions to enter a 

conversation about Molly Bloom, modernity, and postmodernity. For the first chapter, 

medieval dream visions are invoked simply as a way of entering the text, because the 

dream vision evokes many of the same responses in a reader as postmodern texts. The 

conventions of the dream vision genre are not meant to restrict of inhibit the text of 
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Molly�s chapter but are simply meant to suggest a similarity to postmodernism and to be 

used as a method to approach the text. Certainly, Molly�s chapter follows some of the 

conventions of dream vision narratives: a shift in narrative structure to create a sense of 

confusion or loss of balance (a dream-like sensation) in the reader, fragmentation in the 

dream narrative or language, a sense of alienation, no internal mark of dream or reality 

(thus the dream becomes the reality), a more panoramic view than our limited realities 

may offer, a circular (rather than linear) narrative structure, and a prophetic value. 

However, many of the, perhaps, more obvious conventions are not used by Joyce: Molly 

has no guide and her musings are not allegorical, for instance. But, Joyce, of course, was 

not writing a medieval dream vision and may use the conventions of his choosing to best 

fit his purpose: distinguishing Molly�s chapter from the previous chapters of Ulysses. 

The history of criticism surrounding Ulysses since its publication in 1922 has 

been varied and colorful to say the least and the criticism of Joyce�s Molly Bloom has 

been just as intense. As Suzette Henke notes in James Joyce and the Politics of Desire, 

�readers have tended to see Molly either as an archetypal representation of Joyce�s 

�eternal feminine� or as a debased stereotype of female eroticism� (6) and  

Molly Bloom emerges in the �Penelope� episode of Ulysses like a fragmented 

 image in a cubist painting seen from a number of simultaneous but conflicted 

 perspectives. She has been portrayed in a wide range of paradigmatic feminine 

 roles, from a latter-day Emma Bovary to mythic earth-goddess, as a sensuous 

 Irish matron whose emotional resources are rapidly dwindling, and in the 

 metaphorical guise of a serene Gea-Tellus who replicates the maternal and 

 seductive aspects of the archetypal female. If one were to judge from current 
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 critical debate, Molly would seem to be either a fictional embodiment of the 

 �eternal feminine� or a middle-aged, cranky, and erotically-minded housewife 

 frightened of losing her tenuous powers of sexual allure. (126) 

 

The majority of the criticism about Molly is of this sort: classifying her as a woman. 

Most critics also, at least briefly, note the evolution of her character within the entirety of 

the text as Hugh Kenner does in Joyce�s Voices: �Molly, at first a voice that grunted �Mn� 

(�no�), then an impression of lazy sluttishness, then a glimpse of �a plump bare generous 

arm,� will turn into an unexpectedly realised character whose final word is yes� (70). For 

this project I am less concerned with any perception of Molly�s character than I am with 

the structure and function of her chapter. John Porter Houston, in Joyce and Prose: An 

Exploration of the Language of Ulysses, makes note of a frequent observation about 

Molly�s chapter by stating that the �model for Molly�s inner monologue is a kind of 

nonstop, somewhat rambling chatter, supposedly commoner in women than men, and 

which makes the more laconic sometimes wonder is such people never stop talking� (80). 

Dermont Kelly, in Narrative Strategies in Joyce�s Ulysses, makes a similar observation in 

that �the monologue of �Penelope� may seem anticlimactic, mere scribblings after acts of 

pure writing like �Oxen of the Sun� and �Ithaca�� but that  

Molly�s soliloquy differs from the interior monologue of Bloom and Stephen in 

 that her inaction, and the corresponding absence of an external narrator, produces 

 and openness that has something of the madly inclusive Cyclopean catalogues or 

 Circean hallucinations about it. (93) 
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Certain critics focus more specifically on the language of Ulysses, such as Roy K. 

Gottfried, in The Art of Joyce�s Syntax in Ulysses, who notes that  

Ulysses is a balance of formal experimentation with existing orders (forms of the 

 novel, forms of sentences), and for all its being a supposed training ground for 

 Finnegan�s Wake, it distinguishes itself clearly, and in nothing more clearly than 

 in its language. Normal syntax is there, a pattern which contains the vibrant 

 language of the novel, just as a map of Dublin�s streets would contain the voyage 

 of the epic hero. (12) 

 
But Gottfried distinguishes Molly�s chapter from the remainder of the novel by 

suggesting �Molly might represent the extreme of language at its loosest and most 

flowing. For her, language is less a medium than an indistinguishable part of life, natural 

and inevitable like sex or death� (35). 

 However, the closest any of the critics seem to get to the idea that Molly�s chapter 

is a specific transition into postmodernism is a brief comment made by Henke: �Molly 

can make fantasy reality� (93). Critics do not seem to have taken the same approach to 

Molly�s chapter as I have in chapter one of this project. Many see Ulysses as a whole as a 

precursor to Finnegan�s Wake but I have found none that specify Molly�s chapter and 

have found none that attempt to apply medieval dream visions as an approach. Of course, 

my analysis cannot function without the work of the other critics but can only add to the 

dialogue.  
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A Note on Don DeLillo and the Author Function 
 
 While no critics have specifically touched on my theories of Molly�s chapter, only 

a handful of critics have written about The Names since its 1982 publication. 

Interestingly, Douglas Keesey, in his book Don DeLillo, compares DeLillo�s work to that 

of Joyce. Keesey compares the short stories of each, Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man 

to Americana, and Ulysses to Ratner�s Star (2). Keesey also notes that �like Joyce, 

DeLillo felt the need to distance himself from his Jesuit education, which nevertheless 

marked him in many ways� (2). The Names is specifically compared to the novels of 

Henry James: �the odyssey of an American abroad whose understanding of others and 

otherness within himself is enlarged through an encounter with strange lands and foreign 

languages� (7). Many critics write on the function of DeLillo as author in his texts. 

Keesey states that at  

one point in...The Names, an artist character says that he no longer plans to work 

 within establish genres: �They weren�t worth sticking with. They were exercises. I 

 found myself getting interested in things because they presented a familiar theme 

 or subject I thought I could handle differently, I thought I could give a sweet twist 

 to. Genre crap. I was trying to force these ideas to deliver up riches they didn�t 

 contain� (140). If this remark is DeLillo�s way of commenting on his own career 

 as a writer, it is probably an unduly harsh judgment of his previous achievements, 

 but it certainly declares his intention to break new ground� (116). 

 

While most critics agree with Keesey that DeLillo breaks new ground in his novels, few 

mention Tap�s chapter of The Names. Mark Osteen, in American Magic and Dread: Don 

DeLillo�s Dialogue with Culture, makes the observation that 
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 The Names blends domestic drama, quest tale and expatriate novel into a 

 profound meditation of language as it traces protagonist James Axton�s emerging 

 awareness of his complicity with systems of terror. Adapting Axton�s son Tap�s 

 �counter-language,� Ob, as his hidden structural principle, DeLillo charts Axton�s 

 development through a series of �ob� words. Hence Axton begins the novel as a  

 self-deluded dilettante who denies domestic and political obligations and 

 objectifies �Orientals.� But his dreadful encounter with a murderous language cult 

 obliterates his smug neutrality. Finally, after reading Tap�s fictional rendering of 

 the ritual of tongue-speaking, Axton achieves a new apprehension of language as 

 a currency that counteracts the lethal literality of the Names cult. Dread gives way 

 to magic: obliteration yields to oblation in the practice of glossolalia, which is 

 presented as a gift that restores community and relieves the pressure of history. 

 (4-5) 

 

But Osteen�s remarks are the extent of the commentary on Tap�s chapter and no critics 
connect Tap�s chapter and the author function in the novel as I attempt to do in chapter 
two of this project. 
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Chapter 1 
When Molly Bloom Dreamt of Finnegan�s Wake:  

A Prophecy of Postmodernism 
 
 
I 

�But it is not quite so simple. If words seem to block us from a deeper truth 
accessible only through imagination, it is words that provoke the imagination.�3 

 
 

Critics disagree about the definition of �postmodernism.� But, within the 

definitions, one finds glimpses of Molly Bloom, strands of Joyce�s technique, and the 

essential chaos of postmodernism. Jean-François Lyotard, in The Postmodern Condition: 

A Report on Knowledge, wrote, �A work can become modern only if it is first 

postmodern. Postmodernism thus understood is not modernism at its end but in the 

nascent state, and this state is constant.�4  Linda Hutcheon, in The Politics of 

Postmodernism, wrote, �In general terms [postmodernism] takes the form of self-

conscious, self-contradictory, self-undermining statement,� and postmodernism�s 

�distinctive character lies in this kind of wholesale �nudging� commitment to doubleness 

or duplicity.�5 No one agrees entirely on a definition of postmodernism. But however 

exacting the critics may be over the details of the definition of postmodernism, most 

seem to agree that postmodernism reverses expectations. The unexpected is to be 

expected. For Lyotard, 

                                                
3 Brook Thomas, �Preserving and Keeping Order by Killing Time in Heart of Darkness.� Heart of 
Darkness, ed. Ross C. Murfin. Case Studies in Contemporary Criticism (Boston: Bedford/St. 
Martin�s, 1996) 251-2.  
 
4Jean-François Lyotard, �Answering the Question: What Is Postmodernism?� The Postmodern 
Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Régis Durand, Theory and History of Literature Series. 
Vol. 10 (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1984) 79. 
 
5 Linda Hutcheon, The Politics of Postmodernism (New York: Routledge, 1989) 1. 
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The postmodern would be that which, in the modern, puts forward the 

 unpresentable in presentation itself; that which denies itself the solace of  

 good forms, the consensus of a taste which would make it possible to  

 share collectively the nostalgia for the unattainable; that which searches  

 for new presentations, not in order to enjoy them but in order to impart a 

 stronger sense of the unpresentable. A postmodern artist or writer is in the 

 position of a philosopher: the text he writes, the work he produces are not  

 in principle governed by preestablished rules, and they cannot be judged 

 according to a determining judgment, by applying familiar categories are  

 what the work of the art itself is looking for. The artist and the writer, then, 

 are working without rules in order to formulate the rules of what will have  

 been done. Hence the fact that work and text have the characters of an  

 event; hence, also, they always come too late for their author, or, what 

 amounts to the same thing, their being put to work, their realization (mise  

 en oeuvre) always being too soon. Post modern would have to be  

 understood according to the paradox of the future (post) anterior (modo).6 

 

Joyce �puts forward the unpresentable in presentation itself� when he presents his readers 

with a waking dream narrative, but he does not allow Molly�s soliloquy to be governed 

by the pre-established rules of that genre. Bert O. States asserts that �In the dream, we 

can literally observe �the thinking of the body� and, with it, the birth of the literary 

                                                
6 Jean-François Lyotard, �Answering the Question: What Is Postmodernism?� The Postmodern 
Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Régis Durand, Theory and History of Literature Series. 
Vol. 10 (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1984) 81. 
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process.�7 With Molly�s dream the reader witnesses the birth of postmodernism: the first 

suggestions of a new mode of writing are glimpsed. 

 
II 

Conventional Dreams versus Dream Conventions 
 
 
 

The term dream-visions usually brings to mind authors such as Chaucer, Dante, or 

Macrobius. Few would link James Joyce and his novel Ulysses to this tradition. However, 

Joyce arguably follows the tradition of the ancient dream writers with Molly Bloom�s 

soliloquy of the �Penelope� chapter. I contend that this chapter of Ulysses employs the 

conventions of the medieval dream visions, and specifically because this section is a 

�dream,� it becomes the reality of the novel, leaving the preceding male chapters as a 

mere perception of reality instead of the concrete reality they may appear to be. Molly�s 

chapter also prophesies the coming of postmodernism in the form of Joyce�s Finnegan�s 

Wake as the true postmodern dream-vision novel because in this chapter the narration 

changes from the orderly thought process of males navigating a city to the stream-of-

consciousness dream-vision of a female stationed in bed. The chapter prophesies the 

transition from modernism to postmodernism, the transition of importance from author to 

language, the addition of a blatantly female point of view to the literary canon. I use the 

term �dream� loosely when applied to Molly�s soliloquy since she is not asleep and am 

simply referring to Joyce�s use of the dream-vision conventions, which is an important 

step in the direction of dream-form narrative instead of the conventional dream-vision 

genre. 

                                                
7 Bert O. States, Dreaming and Storytelling (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1993) 5. 
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The suggestion of a dream-like state or dream-like narrative instead of a true sleep-

induced dream is a frequently used convention when Bert O. States in Dreaming and 

Storytelling reminds us 

Indeed, one can use a fake dream to make a point about dreaming as well as a real 

one, as long as it is consistent with dream experience. Here, for example, is part 

of a fake dream by one of the world�s most accomplished dream artists:  

 

As Gregor Sampsa awoke one morning from a troubled-dream, he  found 

 himself changed in his bed to some monstrous kind of vermin. He lay on 

 his back, which was as hard as armor plate, and, raising his head a little, 

 he could see the arch of his great, brown belly, divided by bowed 

 corrugations. The bedcover was slipping helplessly off the summit if the 

 curve, and Gregor�s legs, pitiably thin compared with their former size, 

 fluttered helplessly before his eyes. �What has happened?� he thought. It 

 was no dream.  

 

In the technical sense, The Metamorphosis does not recount the dream of its 

protagonist. As the text plainly tells us, Gregor has just wakened from a troubled 

dream and is now presumably back in �reality.� But no student of dreams would 

deny that from beginning to end The Metamorphosis itself evokes the quality of 

dream experience as perfectly as any waking fiction (short of another Kafka story) 

or any dream memory. 8 

 
                                                
8 Bert O. States, Dreaming and Storytelling (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1993) 8. 
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Although Joyce does not create a dream-like unreality, such as we see in Kafka�s 

Metamorphosis, for Molly�s stream-of-consciousness monologue, he does drastically 

shift from a male-centered narrative structure with dialogue to an indulgent single stream 

of feminine consciousness that creates a type of confusion or shock in the reader and, 

thus, a dream-like effect. Joseph Conrad, in Heart of Darkness, uses a similar convention 

with Marlow�s narrative interruptions. In his article �Preserving Time and Keeping Order 

by Killing Time in Heart of Darkness,� Brook Thomas observes that to �relate a dream is 

to distort the dream-sensation. In Heart of Darkness Conrad�s disruption of narrative 

forms works to recreate a dream sensation in the reader.�9 James Joyce has set the stage 

for postmodernist literature with Ulysses and, later, Finnegan�s Wake. Dream-vision 

narratives are the groundwork for such narrative shifts in twentieth-century literature. 

Twentieth-century narrative causes the reader to respond to dream features, such as 

fragmentation, alienation, wonder, bizarre setting, and strange encounters that seem both 

familiar and alien. Thus, with the conventions of medieval dream-visions as our guide, 

we can use Molly Bloom�s monologue to discover a prophecy of postmodernism. 

 
III 

Reality Questioned: 
The Consciousness of Molly Bloom 

 
 

About Kafka�s The Metamorphosis, Bert O. States says, �what is so evocative is 

precisely the story�s imitation of the single-mindedness of the dream state� the 

                                                
9 Brook Thomas, �Preserving and Keeping Order by Killing Time in Heart of Darkness.� Heart of 
Darkness, ed. Ross C. Murfin. Case Studies in Contemporary Criticism (Boston: Bedford/St. 
Martin�s, 1996) 239-57. 
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condition of the dreamer�s unquestioning belief that the dream and everything in it are 

utterly real.�10 He continues by saying that �the true imprint of the dream� is 

the complete credulity of the dreamer, the seemingly self-generative and 

 autonomous volition on the part of the dreamer, the astonishing power of  

 the simplest image to provoke an extreme emotional charge, and the 

 helplessness of the dreamer in the face of his own creation. (9) 

 
When one dreams, one imagines that the dream-vision is the reality because there is not 

an internal mark by which one may distinguish between dream and waking reality.11 In 

literature, the dream is the immediate reality of the narrative, what we are asked to 

respond to, and, if the author chooses, the reader may not know the text was of a dream 

until the finale of the narrative upon the awakening of the dreamer. Molly, in her 

soliloquizing, shapes a reality for herself, a waking dream. The concept that imagination 

and reality must be polar opposites is crushed with Molly because while she embodies 

reality through the imagination, she is creating her own image of reality. Also, the 

postmodern uses of dream features could suggest that the characters themselves and the 

readers fail to understand completely the difference between the dream and the reality; 

the dream may be the reality we make. Joyce is stepping back out of his modern role of 

author by allowing his �postmodern� character to take over with her own language and 

feminine reality. Because Joyce employs medieval dream-poetry conventions by giving 

Molly an alert and expressed consciousness, he ultimately makes Molly�s chapter the 

reality of Ulysses, and we can anticipate with hindsight the pure dream-reality of 

Finnegan�s Wake because Molly�s soliloquy makes a narrative step toward Finnegan�s 
                                                
10 Bert O. States, Dreaming and Storytelling (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1993) 8. 
11 Jorge Louis Borges�s �Circular Ruins� is an example of this particular notion. 
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Wake. Joyce develops the idea that the dreamer wholeheartedly believes that the dream is 

the reality as he constructs the dream-reality of Molly�s chapter. While the dreamer is 

dreaming, the dream is the only known reality; the dreamer cannot distinguish between 

the dream and the waking world while in the midst of a dream. The technique used in 

medieval dream-visions that illustrates the dream as the dreamer�s reality is transformed 

into the �postmodern� dream-reality of Molly�s alert consciousness. Molly understands 

that she is awake, understands the reality of the world, of her consciousness. Throughout 

the novel we only catch glimpses of Molly, but in her chapter we see the whole Molly. 

Only within Molly�s chapter can we connect the external and internal realities of the 

novel. Within Ulysses, we notice partially complete images: 

onelegged sailor crutched himself round MacConnell�s corner, skirting 

 Rabaiotti�s icecream car, and jerked himself up Eccle�s street�. A plump  

 bare generous arm shone, was seen held forth from a white  

 petticoatbodice and taut shiftstraps. A woman�s hand flung forth a coin  

 over the area railings. It fell on the path (185)  

 
Only in Molly�s soliloquy do we find the entire truth, that Molly flung the coin: �I threw 

the penny to that lame sailor for England home and beauty� (615).12 

This concept of allowing the reader a partial view, although not Molly�s view, 

before allowing the reader to view the entire scene approximates the contrast between 

dreams and reality: in dreams we only catch glimpses of the scenario, but in waking 

reality we are allowed to take in the whole vista. Joyce, by only allowing the reader to 

                                                
12 James Joyce, Ulysses, ed. Hans Walter Gabler (New York: Vintage, 1986) 615. 
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find the details of motive, impulse, and action in Molly�s chapter, forces Molly�s �dream-

vision� chapter into the position of reality. 

Reality cannot be bound by beginning, middle, or end; reality is not a narrative, 

does not necessarily follow a logical narrative pattern, and cannot be bound by 

conventional, logical narrative restrictions. Following this logic, Molly�s chapter is bound 

solely by the limits of her consciousness while she is bound spatially to her bedroom. 

Although Molly is bound by the space of her bed, her narrative is as broad and full as her 

consciousness. In a sense, we accompany her on her mental journey. In contrast, the rest 

of Ulysses takes place while moving through Dublin�s streets, but Molly�s chapter is 

static. No maps of physical locations are needed to trace her movement because we 

cannot map the mental landscape traveled by Molly. A map of the mind/subconscious is 

needed to decode her chapter but not necessarily needed for preceding chapters. Although 

stream-of-consciousness devices are employed throughout Ulysses, the sections 

preceding Molly�s soliloquy draw upon the use of free association of ideas, which 

produces the fragmented effect of a dream-vision. In contrast to the concrete pilgrimage 

through Dublin, Molly�s soliloquy has the intensifying complication of being an 

interpretation of a multifaceted mind rather than a charting of a complex world. Oddly 

enough, for all Molly�s stasis, her dream seems finally larger than Dublin, but Leopold�s 

is plainly constrained to his rounds as an ad man who must travel the streets of Dublin on 

his route to sell his ads � a routine path as well as a routine narrative. Joyce does provide 

a simulacrum of a mapped journey for the reader by using The Odyssey as a model for the 

narrative. Molly�s soliloquy has no predetermined narrative order. She simply connects 

her contemplations by loosely associated but intricate webs of thought. Molly�s vision 
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contrasts sharply with the linear perception of reality in the male-narrated chapters of the 

novel, which follow a typical narrative pattern and boast a beginning, middle, and end. 

There are no cause and effect events. There are technically no events at all, but only the 

wanderings of her mind.  

However much Molly�s chapter depends on the functions of medieval dream 

visions to shift Joyce�s modern writing into a precursor of postmodernism, Joyce takes 

his own liberties, which serve to accelerate the transition from modernism. In medieval 

dream-vision literature, a debate between two characters often occurs. However, Molly is 

a solitary individual character debating within and with herself. In medieval dreams the 

dreamer was not as important as the dream itself: the dream impinges on the dreamer�s 

space. The dream was considered an uncontrollable event that happened to the dreamer. 

But in postmodernism the individual self determines the narrative shape, and, 

consequently, the dreamer impinges on the dream�s space. The dreamer sets the 

parameters, sets and is able to change the rules, and is in control of the dream. States 

asserts that  �Dreams, one might say, constitute a private literature of the self, and it 

seems that, if nothing else, they might tell us something about the nature of our �public� 

literature.�13 Joyce uses Molly�s �dream� chapter, the private literature of Molly�s self as 

well as the private text of Joyce�s novel, to inform the reader of the larger scope of 

reality, of the minutiae excluded from the larger narrative, the public text. 

 
 
 
 

                                                
13 Bert O. States, Dreaming and Storytelling (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1993) 4. 
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IV 
A Modernist Prophecy of Postmodernism 

 
 

Joyce hones the ancient concepts regarding dream-visions into his modern writing 

and postmodern prophecy. The notion that dreams are prophetic is certainly more ancient 

than medieval literature, but it is in the idea of prophecy that the most familiar evidence 

lay. Dreams were to be regarded with suspicion and care, but the same dreams that were 

warned against as harmful were seen as valuable in that they could be prophetic. The 

reaction of the readers to Molly�s monologue could be regarded as similar because the 

readers would be suspicious of Molly�s chapter in its complete divergence from the 

previous chapters of the novel (in narrative voice and writing style as well as sex of 

narrator) and in its deviance from other writing (other portrayals of women) of the time. 

However, Molly�s chapter may have been viewed by some as prophetic due to the 

�divine� knowledge of the female by a male novelist and prophecy of postmodern writing 

in style (continuous but disjointed stream of consciousness). While Joyce used the dream-

vision device to make �real� the logic of Molly�s mind and mental wanderings, in 

hindsight the reader may find evidence of a postmodern style because Joyce�s writing 

was evolving. Whereas early dream-visions were viewed as suspicious because they were 

the consequence of the imagination, similar visions in a postmodern setting are revered as 

revelations not of a divine mind but of a perceiving human mind and its struggle for, 

veneration of, indulgence of, or admission to disorder. 

 Undoubtedly, for Molly�s soliloquy to be seen as prophetic, one must see a 

transition to Joyce�s subsequent work, Finnegan�s Wake. Randall Stevenson, in 

�Postmodernism and Contemporary Fiction in Britain,� writes: 
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In one way, the novel [Ulysses] is a final triumph of realism, representing 

 character more inwardly and intimately than ever previously. In another  

 way, Ulysses is at least partly an autolectic novel, its hugely extended 

 parodies raising as much interest in its own means of representation � and  in the 

 linguistic resources of fiction generally � as in anything which they  

 may represent. The balance shifts very much further in favour of the latter  area of 

 interest in the �Work in Progress� [Finnegan�s Wake], with which  Joyce 

 followed Ulysses. Its constant, playful, inventive forging of a self-contained 

 language can be summed up by the novel�s own phrase �say mangraphique, 

 may say nay por daguerre!� �Work in Progress� is primarily �graphique,� not 

 �por daguerre�: it is writing, writing for itself, not as a daguerrotype or any other 

 semi-photographic attempt to represent reality. In Our Exagmination Round his 

 Factification for Incamination of Work in Progress (1929), Eugene Jolas 

 comments: The epoch when the writer photographed the life about him with the 

 mechanics of words redolent of the daguerrotype, is happily drawing to its close. 

 The new artist of the world has recognized the autonomy of language.14 

 
Quite a few lines of criticism have adhered to Jolas�s claims that Joyce�s �autonomy of 

language� breaks resolutely with the previous trends of fiction writing. Ihab Hassan, 

quoted by Stevenson, declares Finnegan�s Wake �a monstrous prophecy of our 

postmodernity,�15 and I would add that Molly Bloom�s soliloquy is a step toward 

                                                
14 Randall Stevenson, �Postmodernism and Contemporary Fiction in Britain.� Postmodernism and 
Contemporary Fiction, ed. Edmund J. Smyth (London: B. T. Batsford Ltd. 1991). 19-35. 
 
15 Ibid.19-35. 
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Finnegan�s Wake. Essentially, postmodern reality has been created by the abrasive pitting 

of need to do something corrective against the impossibility of correction, which is 

created by abrupt change to a narrative space between reality and what seems. The abrupt 

change in Ulysses is, of course, the change from the mappable, concrete Dublin to the 

world of Molly�s mind. The roots of the experimentation with abrupt change in narrative 

space may be found in the transition to Molly�s soliloquy and the soliloquy itself. 

 
V 

To the Limit of Waking Consciousness:  
Just an Ordinary Mind on an Ordinary Day 

 
  

As prophetic of postmodernism as Molly Bloom�s novel-closing soliloquy may 

be, Ulysses falls just short of postmodernism and rests comfortably in modernism. Molly 

remains in the realm of the real world. As McHale notes, �Molly�s chapter has a stable, 

real world behind it that holds it back from the actuality of postmodernist fiction.�16 

Because Molly�s chapter is found in a definite, modern piece of literature, which centers 

upon the �stable, real world� of Dublin, her chapter cannot truly be deemed postmodern. 

Postmodernism, Linda Holley muses, insists we must  

remind ourselves that news is no longer recoverable as a part of a  

 discrete community but is simply (?), mercifully (?), distressingly (?), as 

 postmodernism suggests, merely collected and catalogued but certainly  

 not furnishing pieces of a logical solution. We can take brave satisfaction  

 in the collection and in our irresolution. Or if there is resolution, we can  

 look forward to unraveling the resolution by taking into account a new- 

                                                
16 Brian McHale, �Coda: The Sense of Joyce�s Endings,� Postmodernist Fiction (New York: 
Methuen. 1987) 235. 
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 found shard of evidence that promises immediate destabilization and  

 grants us hope that the very thing we have under out gaze is sure to shift  

 before we stop looking: the space is fractured.17  

 
Molly�s �yes I said yes I will. Yes� is a resolution of sorts in that it allows her to 

get to sleep. Neither Joyce nor Molly is quite postmodern, but there is the immediate 

reality that some �new-found shard of evidence� will create �immediate destabilization� 

and that Molly�s entire worldview will again shift upon her waking on the subsequent 

morning. McHale also notes that �Molly�s bedtime discourse lead[s] us to the limit of 

waking consciousness and then fall[s] abruptly silent as consciousness is extinguished,�18 

just falling short of the crossing of boundaries into the postmodern realm of pure 

language.  

As a culminating thought, I turn to Cormac McCarthy who, in his novel The 

Crossing, states 

 
That if a dream can tell you the future it can also thwart that future. For  

 God will not permit that we shall know what is to come. He is bound to no 

 one that the world unfold just so upon its course and those who by some  

 sorcery or by some dream might come to pierce the veil that lies so darkly  

 over all that is before them may serve by just that vision to cause that God  

  should wrench the world from its heading and set it upon another course 

                                                
17 Linda Holley, �Response to David Greene�s �What is Postmodernism?�: Postmodernist 
Aesthetic Theory and Quantum Anxiety.� 4.  
18 Brian McHale, �Coda: The Sense of Joyce�s Endings,� Postmodernist Fiction (New York: 
Methuen. 1987) 233-5 
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 altogether and then where stands the sorcerer? Where the dreamer and  

 his dream? 19 

 
While Molly�s chapter can be seen as prophetic in hindsight, was it at the time? Probably 

not. But with the line of thought of McCarthy�s writing, Molly�s dream chapter could be 

the sorcery that moved the course of the world (of writing) from modernism to 

postmodernism�or perhaps merely a glance into the evolving writing preferences of 

James Joyce and the writers who follow him. Joyce�s use of dream-vision features in 

Molly�s monologue draws on an old genre to narrate subjective consciousness. In the 

course of revealing a mind at work in a dreamlike narrative, Joyce anticipates 

postmodernism�s fractured form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
19 Cormac McCarthy, The Crossing (New York: Random House, 1995) 407. 
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Chapter 2 
Resurrection of a Dead God:  

The Presence of the Author in Don DeLillo�s The Names 
 

I 

What matter who�s speaking, someone said, what matter who�s speaking.20 

         

The postmodern author, supposedly dead after having given his text entirely to 

language, may have returned to reclaim the text. After the modernist writers presumed 

themselves gods, after the language of the text usurped those authors as god, a balance 

has been struck amongst deities, at least in one text. Don DeLillo, in his novel The 

Names,21 which is characteristic of a type of postmodern novel, has refused to allow 

language to attain complete control of his text. DeLillo, as a strong voice, is present 

throughout the novel and this analysis will follow his dialogue with the reader and critic. 

Don DeLillo, by allowing himself a voice within text, has not only resurrected the 

modern author, to an extent, but has also joined the death of the author debate as he uses 

that voice to comment on authorship, readers, critics, and language. 

What happens within a text when a postmodern author, supposedly absent from 

his text, enters into the debates concerning the death of the author and the language as 

god? What happens when a postmodern author resurrects himself and questions the 

authority of language, the only power left in the universe after the death of all other 

deities? DeLillo is making a statement, he presides over the novel but, at the same time, 

he is elevating the role of language, emphasizing language as a creative force. While not 

                                                
20 Beckett, Samuel. qtd. in Foucault, Michel. Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and 
Interviews by Michel Foucault. Ed. Donald F. Bouchard. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1977. 
21 DeLillo, Don. The Names. New York: Vintage, 1989. 
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attempting a complete usurpation of language, DeLillo, as will be seen, creates an equal 

partnership between himself and language as sovereigns of the novel. Of course, DeLillo 

may only be present in a novel through language but here I simply mean that the author�s 

voice does not overwhelm the language and the language does not overwhelm the 

author�s voice. This shared sovereignty becomes of particular interest in a novel whose 

subject is language itself, more specifically names.  

Foucault noted in �What is an Author?�22 that the death of the author has 

�transposed the empirical characteristic of an author to a transcendental anonymity� 

(120). He also asserted �if we wish to know the writer in our day, it will be through the 

singularity of his absence and in his link to death, which has transformed him into a 

victim of his own writing� (117). In the typical postmodern novel, the author is 

conspicuously absent from the literature in contrast to the prior trend of the conspicuous 

modern author overpowering the text. However, DeLillo has refused this dichotomy of 

text versus author. Within the second chapter of the novel, he insists  

But I don�t want to surrender my text to analysis and reflection.   

�Show us their faces, tell us what they said.��Memory, solitude, 

obsession, death. Subjects remote, I thought. (20) 

 

Here the author has reclaimed his text from the commencement of the novel. �Show us 

[the authors�] faces.� DeLillo will not surrender his text without input, without his �face� 

(identity) being attached to the work he created. However, his face or identity is not 

attached for self-promotion or promotion of a set of personal ideals (as would be the case 

                                                
22 Foucault, Michel. Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews by Michel 
Foucault. Ed. Donald F. Bouchard. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1977. 
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with the modern authors) but as a sort of explanation, another layer of the text, and an 

entranceway to allow his voice to enter the language of the novel. DeLillo, through 

James, comments, �it pained me to be silent. I always want to confess to women� (248). 

Whether his audience is strictly women is inconsequential (unless an argument 

concerning the seduction of the reader is involved); DeLillo is making a statement 

concerning his need to place his voice within his text. DeLillo also makes his stance on 

the demise of the author debate unambiguous. Thinking that memory, solitude, obsession, 

and death were remote subjects, DeLillo maintains that the author should be present 

within the text.  The solitary, obsessed author is not a vague memory due to his death. 

Instead, because those issues are thought remote and no longer allowed to overpower the 

text through language, there is a place within the text for the author�s voice. DeLillo will 

not, as Foucault stated �accept an early death because his life, consecrated and magnified 

by death, passed into immortality, and the narrative redeemed his acceptance of death� 

(117). Instead, DeLillo, not seeking immortality, not seeking to struggle with the 

language for sovereignty, simply desires a presence within his work, a balance between 

the modern ideal of author and the postmodern ideal of language. DeLillo, instead of 

wanting to lecture the reader, desires a conversation with the reader. 
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II 

�There are voices and rejoicing, a rash of voices, movement here and there. This 
speech is beautiful in its way, inverted, indivisible, absent. It is not quite there. It 

passes over and through. There are occasional prompting comments by the 
preacher, his reflections on what he sees and hears. He speaks conversationally of 

these tremendous things�23 
 

DeLillo, looking for a place within his work, wishes to be like the preacher, 

wishes to be conversationally present within the text, and struggles against the world of 

anonymity that his character Frank longs for. The world of  

those well planned communities with crescent streets and picturesque lampposts, 

a series of town-house developments although there�s no town, they�ve forgotten 

the town. A modest place. Elderly couples. Divorced women with anxious kids. 

Unassuming. My same-day dry-cleaning store will be in the shopping mall along 

with the boutique, the supermarket, the radio and TV repair, the three-in-one 

movie theater, the fast-food places, the travel agent, all of it. It�s a community 

where no one knows the names of film directors. People just go to the movies, 

you know? That�s where I�ll hide out for the rest of my life. (156) 

 

DeLillo does not want to �hide out� within his text behind the store façade of 

language. He wants to create a world in which the names of film directors and authors are 

known because language by itself is not enough. DeLillo also notes �Americans used to 

come to places like this to write and paint and study, to find deeper textures. Now we do 

business� (6). Reading has become almost a business since the postmodern demise of the 

author. The readers and critics, no longer concerned with the author�s presence or with 

                                                
23 DeLillo. 307 
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the deeper meanings of the text, have become historicists or have begun to apply equally 

non-literary methods of interpretation to texts. Similarly, Foucault observes that  

Writing is now linked to sacrifice and to the sacrifice of life itself; it is a 

 voluntary obliteration of the self that does not require representation in  

books because it takes place in the everyday existence of the author. 

Where a work had the duty of creating immortality, it now attains the right 

 to kill, to become the murderer of its author. (117) 

 

Instead of surrendering his text to this process or succumbing to his own sacrifice by his 

own text, DeLillo asserts that his writing  

is a way of speaking that takes such pure joy in its own openness and  

ardor that we begin to feel these people are discussing language itself. 

What pleasure in the simplest greeting. It�s as though one friend says to 

 another, �How good it is to say �How are you?�� The other replying, �When 

 I answer �I am well and how are you,� what I really mean is that I�m 

 delighted to have a chance to say these familiar things � they bridge the  

lonely distances.� (52-3) 

 

DeLillo, in appreciating the power of language, has here elevated the role of language 

within his novel and comments on the way in which he writes. The characters within the 

novel, as well as the novel itself, discuss language in the same manner and find it 

pleasurable to do so, as should the reader and the author. DeLillo writes in a way that 

emphasizes the language, heightens the pleasure to be found within language, and 
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increases the meaning to be discovered. Within this passage also lies DeLillo�s delight in 

writing, in using language, in communicating with the reader. He, as an author, �is 

delighted to have a chance to say these familiar things� (53). 

 However, as an author who desires a conversation with his reader, DeLillo 

realizes that some readers may not instantaneously find the pleasure within his text. He 

comments that  

There was a ready-made quality about the way she spoke. Tired nonstop fluency. 

It came raining out. Tension and fatigue made her overbright, almost frantically 

eager to string sentences together, any sentences. She used pitch as an element of 

meaning. What she said was beside the point. It was the cadences that mattered, 

the rise and fall of the ironic voice, the modulation, the stresses. What we lacked 

was a subject. (99-100) 

 

Although used within the novel as commentary on a specific character, this passage 

illustrates how some readers react to DeLillo�s writing. Later, DeLillo notes, as if reading 

his audience�s mind, �Do you realize what we�re doing?�We�re submerging your 

narrative in commentary. We�re spending more time on interruptions than on the story.� 

The author, again in control of the text, recognizes and anticipates how the reader will 

react to the language and makes note of it within the text itself perhaps to comfort the 

reader but, more likely, to assert a type of authority over the language itself. DeLillo is 

�easing [his] way into [the] consciousness� of the reader (222). By doing so, DeLillo has 

gained a control over the reader as if he can simply �sit here and talk to you knowing 

[he�s] got your bra and panties in [his] pocket,� (226) he has figured out the essence of 
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the reader and has incorporated that knowledge into his use of language. If the author can 

anticipate how the reader will react and acknowledge that within the text, the author has 

gained a slight control over the language, has not allowed the language to run wild 

throughout the novel but has, instead, created a set of boundaries for the language to play 

inside. Although, it may be that most writers do set the boundaries for language, the 

important idea here is that the author has entered into a conversation with his reader and 

allowed that conversation to influence the play of language. 

Within the novel, DeLillo also confides in the reader his anxiousness about his 

control over language. The author has realized that by not giving his text over to 

language, by placing himself in the novel, by playing with the language, and having this 

power over the reader, he is in control, he is manipulating the language, and there may be 

repercussions, the language may revolt. In the following lengthy passage from The 

Names, the reader discovers the protagonist�s anxiousness about language reflects 

DeLillo�s anxiousness as well. 

The concierge had this power over me. He had the advantage, the language, and 

 what I felt most often, passing in and out of his presence, was a childlike fear and 

 guilt.  

Aside from a limited vocabulary I had severe shortcomings when it came 

to pronunciation. Place-names were a special problem. Whenever I got off the 

elevator with a suitcase, Niko would ask where I was going. Sometimes he did 

this with a small hand-twisting gesture. A simple thing, destination, but often I 

had difficulty telling him. Either I�d forget the Greek word or I�d have trouble 

pronouncing it. I�d put the accent in the wrong place, mess up the x sound, the r 
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that follows the t. The word would come out flat and pale, a Minnesota city, and 

I�d head off to the airport feeling I�d been unable to satisfy some obscure 

requirement. 

In time I began to lie. I would tell him I was going to a place that had a 

name I could easily pronounce. What a simple, even elegant device this seemed. 

Let the nature of the place-name determine the place. I felt childish, of course. 

This was part of his power over me. But the lies began to worry me after a while 

in a way that nothing to do with childishness. There was something 

metaphysically disturbing about them. A grave misplacement. They were not 

simple but complex. What was I tampering with, the human faith in naming, the 

lifelong system of images in Niko�s brain? I was leaving behind in the person of 

the concierge an enormous discrepancy between my uttered journey and the 

actual movements I made in the external world, a four-thousand-mile fiction, a 

deep lie. The lie was deeper in Greek that it would have been in English. I knew 

this without knowing why. Could reality be phonetic, a matter of gutturals and 

dentals? The smoky crowded places where we did business were not always as 

different to us as the names assigned to them. We needed the names to tell them 

apart, in a sense, and I was playing fast and loose with this curious truth. And 

when I returned, how foolish I felt as he asked me how things had gone in 

England, Italy or Japan. Retribution. I might have been wishing an air crash on 

myself or an earthquake on an innocent city, the city whose name I had uttered. 
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I also lied when I went to Turkey. I could handle the word for Turkey, it was one 

of my better words, but I didn�t want Niko to know I went there. He looked 

political. (102-3) 

 

Readers and critics might also look political to an author who has usurped the current 

movement�s god, the language of postmodernism. DeLillo, while not attempting to be the 

god himself, discovers that readers may find him guilty of lying, of tampering with the 

language itself, of disturbing the order of the world. Anxious about using language in a 

way that gives him power over another person, namely the reader, DeLillo asserts his 

concerns in order to stay on a somewhat even plane with language and to allow the reader 

to realize that the uncertainty about language is not singularly his/hers. The concierge, 

representing the modern author (the god of that movement), creates a feeling of guilt 

within the reader who perhaps does not fully understand but also creates a feeling of guilt 

within the author who attempts to change the order of the literary universe. Together the 

author and language rest on a tenuous throne, having not been allies in years, and the 

author who partners the two is treading on dangerous critical ground.  

 

III 

�Nothing matters but the writing. There has been nothing else worthwhile... 
a stain upon the silence.�24 

 
 

As the author striking a balance with language, DeLillo remarks that, for the 

reader, �the only safety is in details� (311) because  

                                                
24 Beckett, Samuel. London Times. (10 Apr 1986). 
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everything he [the reader/critic] reads and learns is made to serve as a 

 personal philosophy, an explanation, an enlargement of that brilliant single 

 moment, a moment he has re-worked, re-explained to himself, made use 

of. (291) 

 

Perhaps another point of anxiousness for the author is the fact that the reader will take 

away a reinterpretation of the text if the author is not present for clarification. DeLillo 

states plainly �I didn�t want to be the victim of a misunderstanding� (319) which is, 

arguably, why DeLillo chose to allow his voice to seep into the text, to provide 

commentary where needed, to tame the language to a certain extent.  

 DeLillo explains the reality of the relationship between the author and language 

by stating 

The alphabet is male and female. If you know the correct order of letters,   

you make a world, you make creation. This is why they will hide the order.  

 If you know the combinations, you make all life and death. (152) 

 

Language has to be controlled, has to be created by someone. And, unlike the distrust of 

language of Faulkner�s Addie Bundren, language has to be trusted and used in order to 

achieve this power of creation. The author, whether present within or absent from the 

text, has the ultimate power over the language, the power to set the boundaries, to make 

the rules. The text is, of course, being written by someone. Someone has to have control 

over the language in order to mold it into the novel. However, DeLillo also notes that the 

�knowledge [of language] is special. Once you have it, you find yourself protective of it. 
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It confers a culthood of its own� (247). The author, despite anxiousness, must accept his 

knowledge of the language and use that knowledge for creation.  DeLillo, in striking a 

balance with language, has established a creative partnership. Wielding the power of 

language, DeLillo pens his novel containing his voice.  

DeLillo also notes that a �voice, my own but outside me, speaking something 

other than words, commented somehow on the action� (206). Herein lay, of course, the 

rarely heard voice of the author. Not accustomed to hearing an author�s voice within a 

postmodern text, the reader (and, apparently, even the author) may be taken by surprise 

upon finding DeLillo with in his text and have that same reaction. The author, with such a 

fine-tuned control over the language, is able to insert his voice without forcing the 

narrative, without changing the flow of the language. According to DeLillo, the author 

should be  

A man who knows languages. A calm man, very humane, I think. He has a 

 wide and tolerant understanding, a capacity for civilized thought. He is not 

 hurried, he is not grasping for satisfactions. This is what it means to know 

 languages. (207) 

 

Within the constructs of the novel, knowing languages refers to, of course, being able to 

speak, read, or write different languages. However, within the context of this 

conversation, knowing languages may easily refer to knowing how to use language, 

knowing how to strike a balance between the author and language within a text, knowing 

how to converse with one�s readers. DeLillo is commenting on the fact that a true author, 

one that knows languages, does not attempt to supplant language but, instead, in a 
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civilized manner, carries on a conversation with language, experiments with language. 

This image of the author contrasts with the modern authors, the gods of their literature, 

whose aggressive image contained  

 
The mystery of alphabets, the contact with death and oneself, one�s other  

self, all made stonebound with a mallet and chisel. A geography, a gesture of the  

 prayerful hand. He saw the madness, even, the scriptural rage that was present in 

 the lettering, the madness of priests who ruled that members of the menial castes  

were to have their ears filled with molten lead if they listened to a recitation of the 

 Vedas. It was in those molten shapes, the secret aspect, the priestly, the aloof, the 

 cruel. (284) 

 

This violent modernist idea, also present in Blood Meridian25 as the Judge states, 

�Whatever exists�whatever in creation exists without my knowledge exists without my 

consent� (198), recalls the idea from The Crying of Lot 4926 as Driblette cries �Why�is 

everybody so interested in texts?� (61). The idea that language is not as important as the 

fact that the author placed those items within the text, the fact that the author has an 

almost violent power over the text forcing the language to become obsolete with attention 

to be paid only to the author does not suit DeLillo�s novel. The Judge, an author-figure, 

and Driblette both represent the modernist ideal that the author remains in control of the 

language and is able to manipulate that language into the overwhelming message of the 

text which is in direct contrast to the postmodernist ideal of allowing language to 

overtake a text because language cannot be controlled by one force. 
                                                
25 McCarthy, Cormac. Blood Meridian. New York: Vintage, 1985. 
26 Pynchon, Thomas. The Crying of Lot 49. New York: Perennial Classics, 1966. 
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IV 

��I don�t write. My son writes.��27 

�I am so glad you have been able to preserve the text in all of this impurity.�28 

 

 What authors should accomplish, according to DeLillo, is a more benevolent 

modernist idea of a return to innocence, similar to the reaction Jim had while re-reading 

his son�s writing: 

I reread Tap�s pages that night. They were full of small incidents, moments 

 of discovery, things the young hero sees and wonders about. But nothing 

 mattered so much on this second reading as a number of spirited misspellings. I 

 found these mangled words exhilarating. He�d made them new again, made me 

 see how they worked, what they really were. They were ancient things, secret, 

 reshapable.  

There�s a grizzled old man, a sodbuster he is called in the text, who injures his leg 

 in a drunken fall. The support he uses to get around with is one we�ve all seen. It 

 includes a crosspiece to fit under the armpit and it is usually made of wood � the 

 wood of a white-barked tree in this case. It is called a burch cruch. 

 This term has a superseding rightness as it appeared on the page. It found 

 the spoken poetry in those words, the rough form lost through usage. His other 

 misrenderings were wilder, freedom-seeking, and seemed to contain curious 

 perceptions about the words themselves, second and deeper meanings, original 

 meanings. It pleased me to believe he was not wholly innocent of these mistakes. 

                                                
27 DeLillo. 197. 
28 Beckett, Samuel. �Beckett�s Letters on Endgame.� The Village Voice Reader. New York: Doubleday. 
1962. 185. 
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 I thought he sensed the errors but let them stand, out of exuberance and sly 

 wonder and the inarticulate wish to delight me. (313) 

 

The author should experience a type of delight when writing, should find the use of 

language exhilarating, should experiment and recreate aspects of language. And the 

reader should have similar experiences as well, excitement over the use of the language 

by the author, the newness of the language. DeLillo, commenting on this very aspect of 

language notes 

 My landlord, Hadjidakis, was standing in the lobby. He was a short heavy man 

 who enjoyed speaking English. Almost every thing he said in English struck him 

 as funny, almost every sentence ended in a laugh. He seemed happily 

 disconcerted, making these strange sounds. (239) 

 

This delight of using language is exactly the experience the writer and reader should have 

while engaging with the written or oral text. In having his novel end with the text of a 

child, DeLillo offers the reader a pinprick of hope and optimism after an apocalyptic 

novel. Tap�s story is the direct result of his interpretation of a story told by Owen earlier 

in the novel. Owen�s narrative, for example, includes: 

 Get wet, the preacher says. Let me hear that babbling book. What am I talking 

 about but freedom? Be yourself, that�s all it is. Be free in the Spirit. Let the Spirit 

 knock you free. You start, the Spirit takes over. Easiest thing in the world. That�s 

 all it is. Jump in, get wet. I can hear the Spirit in you, I can hear the Spirit 

 driving...� (306) 
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Tap transforms this experience of religious salvation into an example of adult-controlled 

language: 

He tried to speak in tongues. Orville tried! But his voice had a bedragled sound to 

 it which he did not like. It sounded dreery with weakness. �Get wet, son� the 

 looming face remarked. �Childs play is what we�re doing.� (336) 

 

After overhearing an adult conversation, Tap takes the language, the adult grammar and 

spelling policed language, and releases it, allowing it to play innocently and form a new 

story. Within that story, Tap, through his character Orville, demonstrates his frustration 

with the adult, rule-governed language: 

Everywhere the others were speaking, but he didn�t know what they were saying. 

 The strange language burst out of them, like people out of breath and breathing 

 words instead of air. But what words, what were they saying? Right next to him 

 was his father bursting forth in secret language which the boy could not decifer in 

 the least. It sounded like a man who talks to owls. (335) 

 

Orville and Tap, like any child, have difficulty processing certain adult uses of language. 

Sentence structure and grammar rules are arbitrary and seem to be useless restrictions 

upon the language. Tap, however, seems to know at least some of the rules of spelling, 

grammar, and adult language conventions. Tap writes: 

What was this strange tongue they spoke? Was it the language of the plains 

 Indians? No, because we know it from the gospels and acts. This strange and age 

 old practise was glossylalya, to speak with tongues. To some a gift but to Orville 
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 Benton a curse and calamitty! The words echoed in his head. People burst out in 

 sudden streams. They were like long dolerus tales being dold out one by one. 

 Who�s words were they? What did they mean? (336) 

 

Note that Tap correctly capitalizes the beginnings of sentences as well as the proper 

nouns �Indians� and �Orville Benton.� He also correctly spells the word �tongue,� which 

some adults cannot spell. However, he creatively spells �glossylalya,� �calamitty,� 

�dolerus,� and �dold.� Tap seems to know when to follow the rules, but, because he 

knows the rules, he now knows how to break them effectively. He uses his rule-breaking 

spellings to illustrate the frustration he feels, the frustration his character feels, in being in 

close proximity of people who speak �with tongues� or who simply speak with no 

thought, no innocence, no play. Tap seems to want to use language to rebel in a sense, he 

wants to free language and, therefore, free himself. Tap seems to want nothing except to 

play with language: 

�Yeeld� his mother said to him with a wiry look that was like a rathful warning to 

 mind his manners, there was company coming. He wanted to yeeld. This is the 

 point! There was nothing in the world he wanted than to yeeld totaly, to go across 

 to them, to speak as they were speaking. (336) 

 

But if he is only allowed to work within the world of adult-constrained language, he 

would remain �in the middle of the crowd, tongue tied!� (335) and, as James notes, 

�[m]asses of people suggested worship and delirium, obliteration of control, children 

trampled� (276). The masses of people are synonymous with the masses of governing 
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rules, the masses of restrictions placed upon language and all of these masses trample the 

play and innocence of children, of language. James, earlier in the novel, has a similar 

awkward reaction to an unknown language: ��...I can�t remember a word of it. It was 

grammar and syntax to me...�� (242). That is what has become of language for adults: 

grammar and syntax; none of the �spirited misspellings� which charm the writer and 

reader of Tap�s text. Tap, however, has an innocent, playful relationship to language and, 

once exposed to a child�s experience with language and freed from adult-imposed 

restraints, adults too seem to revel in the freedom: 

After dinner we watched television for half an hour. A man with a pointer stood 

 before a map, explaining the weather. Tap thought this was very funny. The scene 

 was familiar to him, of course. The map, the graphics, the talking-gesturing man. 

 But this man spoke a language other than English. And this was funny, it upset his 

 expectations, to hear these queer words in a familiar setting, as if the weather 

 itself had gone berserk. The grocer and his wife joined in the laughter. We all did. 

 Possibly, to Tap, the strange language exposed the whole idea as gibberish, the 

 idea of forecasts, the idea of talking before a camera about the weather. It had 

 been gibberish in English as well. But he hadn�t realized it until now. (189) 

 

Once a reader, listener, author, speaker frees him/herself from the restraints of language 

rules, as Tap, his father, and father�s friends do due to the foreign language of the 

weather program, he/she will note the mischievousness, the liveliness of language. Tap 

has achieved the balance of playful language and authorial voice in his text: there is no 
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question as to the identity of the author but he does not overwhelm his language, he lets it 

romp. 

V 

�Never resist a sentence you like, in which language takes its own pleasure and in 
which, after having abused it for so long, you are stupefied by its innocence.�29 

 

DeLillo, in the final paragraph preceding Tap�s narrative, puts to rest the struggle 

between the author and language: 

People come though the gateway, people in streams and clusters, in mass 

 assemblies. No one seems to be alone. This is a place to enter in crowds, seek 

 company and talk. Everyone is talking. I move past the scaffolding and walk 

 down the steps, hearing one language after another, rich, harsh, mysterious, 

  strong. This is what we bring to the temple, not prayer or chant or slaughtered 

 rams. Our offering is language� (331).  

 

With this epistle, DeLillo states that language is not the god but an offering to god. 

Language is accessible to everyone, as an offering to god, not just authors; therefore, the 

author is not god either. The author offers god language as well. And, as this is the last 

line before Tap�s chapter, DeLillo seems to be making a statement as to what sort of 

language we should be offering to the temple. He offers Tap�s language, the language of 

a child, of innocence. And this language is one of creation, of creativity. DeLillo 

challenges the reader to 

 Show me the scripture that says we have to speak English to know the joy  of 

 talking freely to God. Ridiculous we say. There�s no such document. Paul to the 
                                                
29 Baudrillard, Jean. Cool Memories. 
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 Corinthians said men can speak with the tongues of angels. In our time we can do  

 the same.  

Do whatever your tongue finds you to do. Seal the old language and loose  the 

 new. (306). 

 

Language does not belong to a certain set of people nor is there a particular language to 

be spoken in offering.  

 Thus, as language and the author have been dethroned as deities in the literary 

world, what remains is a partnership on more human terms. Language can be 

manipulated by the author; perhaps the author can be manipulated by language. But 

neither is in complete control of the other. 

 Tap�s final chapter may be viewed as DeLillo�s final comment on the relationship 

between author and language question. With the final five pages of his novel written by 

the youngest character, DeLillo seems to be giving his readers a type of hope. DeLillo is 

presenting Tap�s language as the most innocent use of language, the most creative and 

sincere offering to god. Tap is the only character within the construct of the novel who is 

truly immersed in language, who truly loves the language, and the only one who is truly 

creating something with language. DeLillo may be making a final statement on his own 

writing as well. By presenting this final optimistic illustration of youthful writing at the 

end of such an apocalyptic novel, it appears as if DeLillo is stating that his own language, 

his own writing, has become corrupt in a way, that this is the way to use language, that 

language has to maintain a sort of innocence to be pure and creative. 
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